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Iterative Methods for Sparse Linear Systems Yousef Saad 2003-04-01 Mathematics of Computing -- General.
Bayesian Data Analysis, Third Edition Andrew Gelman 2013-11-01 Now in its third edition, this classic book is
widely considered the leading text on Bayesian methods, lauded for its accessible, practical approach to analyzing
data and solving research problems. Bayesian Data Analysis, Third Edition continues to take an applied approach
to analysis using up-to-date Bayesian methods. The authors—all leaders in the statistics community—introduce
basic concepts from a data-analytic perspective before presenting advanced methods. Throughout the text,
numerous worked examples drawn from real applications and research emphasize the use of Bayesian inference in
practice. New to the Third Edition Four new chapters on nonparametric modeling Coverage of weakly informative
priors and boundary-avoiding priors Updated discussion of cross-validation and predictive information criteria
Improved convergence monitoring and effective sample size calculations for iterative simulation Presentations of
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, variational Bayes, and expectation propagation New and revised software code The book
can be used in three different ways. For undergraduate students, it introduces Bayesian inference starting from first
principles. For graduate students, the text presents effective current approaches to Bayesian modeling and
computation in statistics and related fields. For researchers, it provides an assortment of Bayesian methods in
applied statistics. Additional materials, including data sets used in the examples, solutions to selected exercises,
and software instructions, are available on the book’s web page.
Direct Methods for Sparse Linear Systems Timothy A. Davis 2006-09-01 The sparse backslash book. Everything
you wanted to know but never dared to ask about modern direct linear solvers. Chen Greif, Assistant Professor,
Department of Computer Science, University of British Columbia.Overall, the book is magnificent. It fills a long-felt
need for an accessible textbook on modern sparse direct methods. Its choice of scope is excellent John Gilbert,
Professor, Department of Computer Science, University of California, Santa Barbara.Computational scientists often
encounter problems requiring the solution of sparse systems of linear equations. Attacking these problems
efficiently requires an in-depth knowledge of the underlying theory, algorithms, and data structures found in sparse
matrix software libraries. Here, Davis presents the fundamentals of sparse matrix algorithms to provide the requisite
background. The book includes CSparse, a concise downloadable sparse matrix package that illustrates the
algorithms and theorems presented in the book and equips readers with the tools necessary to understand larger
and more complex software packages.With a strong emphasis on MATLAB and the C programming language,
Direct Methods for Sparse Linear Systems equips readers with the working knowledge required to use sparse
solver packages and write code to interface applications to those packages. The book also explains how MATLAB
performs its sparse matrix computations.Audience This invaluable book is essential to computational scientists and
software developers who want to understand the theory and algorithms behind modern techniques used to solve
large sparse linear systems. The book also serves as an excellent practical resource for students with an interest in
combinatorial scientific computing.Preface; Chapter 1: Introduction; Chapter 2: Basic algorithms; Chapter 3: Solving
triangular systems; Chapter 4: Cholesky factorization; Chapter 5: Orthogonal methods; Chapter 6: LU factorization;
Chapter 7: Fill-reducing orderings; Chapter 8: Solving sparse linear systems; Chapter 9: CSparse; Chapter 10:
Sparse matrices in MATLAB; Appendix: Basics of the C programming language; Bibliography; Index.
Parentology Dalton Conley 2014-03-18 An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox approach to childrearing:
“Parentology is brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny, and full of wisdom…bound to change your thinking about parenting
and its conventions” (Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you might
ask family and friends for advice when faced with important choices about how to raise your kids. You might turn to
parenting books or simply rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But when Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate

scientist and full-blown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientific research to make the big decisions.
In Parentology, Conley hilariously reports the results of those experiments, from bribing his kids to do math (since
studies show conditional cash transfers improved educational and health outcomes for kids) to teaching them
impulse control by giving them weird names (because evidence shows kids with unique names learn not to react
when their peers tease them) to getting a vasectomy (because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids). Conley
encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear children, if only because that level of engagement with kids
will produce solid and happy ones. Ultimately these experiments are very loving, and the outcomes are
redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy kids show him the limits of his profession. Parentology teaches you
everything you need to know about the latest literature on parenting—with lessons that go down easy. You’ll be
laughing and learning at the same time.
Precalculus, Loose-Leaf Print Companion Sheldon Axler 2017-08-21 Sheldon Axler's Precalculus: A Prelude to
Calculus, 3rd Edition focuses only on topics that students actually need to succeed in calculus. This book is geared
towards courses with intermediate algebra prerequisites and it does not assume that students remember any
trigonometry. It covers topics such as inverse functions, logarithms, half-life and exponential growth, area, e, the
exponential function, the natural logarithm and trigonometry.
Linear Algebra Elliott Ward Cheney 2009 Systems of linear equations -- Vector spaces -- Matrix operations -Determinants -- Vector subspaces -- Eigensystems -- Inner-product vector spaces -- Additional topics.
Student Solutions Manual, Linear Algebra--a Modern Introduction, David Poole, [3rd Ed.] Robert Rogers 2012
Linear Algebra and Its Applications David C. Lay 2013-07-29 NOTE: This edition features the same content as the
traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value-this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor or review your
course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx For courses in linear algebra.This package includes MyMathLab(R).
With traditional linear algebra texts, the course is relatively easy for students during the early stages as material is
presented in a familiar, concrete setting. However, when abstract concepts are introduced, students often hit a wall.
Instructors seem to agree that certain concepts (such as linear independence, spanning, subspace, vector space,
and linear transformations) are not easily understood and require time to assimilate. These concepts are
fundamental to the study of linear algebra, so students' understanding of them is vital to mastering the subject. This
text makes these concepts more accessible by introducing them early in a familiar, concrete "Rn" setting,
developing them gradually, and returning to them throughout the text so that when they are discussed in the
abstract, students are readily able to understand. Personalize learning with MyMathLabMyMathLab is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve
results. MyMathLab includes assignable algorithmic exercises, the complete eBook, interactive figures, tools to
personalize learning, and more.
Multivariable Calculus James Stewart 2011-01-01 James Stewart's CALCULUS texts are widely renowned for their
mathematical precision and accuracy, clarity of exposition, and outstanding examples and problem sets. Millions of
students worldwide have explored calculus through Stewart's trademark style, while instructors have turned to his
approach time and time again. In the Seventh Edition of MULTIVARIABLE CALCULUS, Stewart continues to set the
standard for the course while adding carefully revised content. The patient explanations, superb exercises, focus on
problem solving, and carefully graded problem sets that have made Stewart's texts best-sellers continue to provide
a strong foundation for the Seventh Edition. From the most unprepared student to the most mathematically gifted,
Stewart's writing and presentation serve to enhance understanding and build confidence. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Linear Algebra with Applications (Classic Version) Otto Bretscher 2018-03-15 This title is part of the Pearson
Modern Classics series. Pearson Modern Classics are acclaimed titles at a value price. Please visit
www.pearsonhighered.com/math-classics-series for a complete list of titles. Offering the most geometric
presentation available, Linear Algebra with Applications, Fifth Edition emphasizes linear transformations as a
unifying theme. This elegant textbook combines a user-friendly presentation with straightforward, lucid language to
clarify and organize the techniques and applications of linear algebra. Exercises and examples make up the heart of
the text, with abstract exposition kept to a minimum. Exercise sets are broad and varied and reflect the author's
creativity and passion for this course. This revision reflects careful review and appropriate edits throughout, while
preserving the order of topics of the previous edition.
Field and Wave Electromagnetics Cheng 1989-09
Advanced Engineering Mathematics Dennis Zill 2011 Accompanying CD-ROM contains ... "a chapter on
engineering statistics and probability / by N. Bali, M. Goyal, and C. Watkins."--CD-ROM label.
Linear Algebra Kuldeep Singh 2013-10 "This book is intended for first- and second-year undergraduates arriving
with average mathematics grades ... The strength of the text is in the large number of examples and the step-bystep explanation of each topic as it is introduced. It is compiled in a way that allows distance learning, with explicit

solutions to all of the set problems freely available online http://www.oup.co.uk/companion/singh" -- From preface.
Linear Algebra: A Modern Introduction David Poole 2014-03-19 David Poole's innovative LINEAR ALGEBRA: A
MODERN INTRODUCTION, 4e emphasizes a vectors approach and better prepares students to make the
transition from computational to theoretical mathematics. Balancing theory and applications, the book is written in a
conversational style and combines a traditional presentation with a focus on student-centered learning. Theoretical,
computational, and applied topics are presented in a flexible yet integrated way. Stressing geometric understanding
before computational techniques, vectors and vector geometry are introduced early to help students visualize
concepts and develop mathematical maturity for abstract thinking. Additionally, the book includes ample
applications drawn from a variety of disciplines, which reinforce the fact that linear algebra is a valuable tool for
modeling real-life problems. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Accuracy and Stability of Numerical Algorithms Nicholas J. Higham 2002-01-01 Accuracy and Stability of Numerical
Algorithms gives a thorough, up-to-date treatment of the behavior of numerical algorithms in finite precision
arithmetic. It combines algorithmic derivations, perturbation theory, and rounding error analysis, all enlivened by
historical perspective and informative quotations. This second edition expands and updates the coverage of the first
edition (1996) and includes numerous improvements to the original material. Two new chapters treat symmetric
indefinite systems and skew-symmetric systems, and nonlinear systems and Newton's method. Twelve new
sections include coverage of additional error bounds for Gaussian elimination, rank revealing LU factorizations,
weighted and constrained least squares problems, and the fused multiply-add operation found on some modern
computer architectures.
Computer Vision: A Modern Approach David A. Forsyth 2015-01-23 Appropriate for upper-division undergraduateand graduate-level courses in computer vision found in departments of Computer Science, Computer Engineering
and Electrical Engineering. This textbook provides the most complete treatment of modern computer vision methods
by two of the leading authorities in the field. This accessible presentation gives both a general view of the entire
computer vision enterprise and also offers sufficient detail for students to be able to build useful applications.
Students will learn techniques that have proven to be useful by first-hand experience and a wide range of
mathematical methods.
Advanced Engineering Mathematics Dennis G. Zill 2006 Thoroughly Updated, Zill'S Advanced Engineering
Mathematics, Third Edition Is A Compendium Of Many Mathematical Topics For Students Planning A Career In
Engineering Or The Sciences. A Key Strength Of This Text Is Zill'S Emphasis On Differential Equations As
Mathematical Models, Discussing The Constructs And Pitfalls Of Each. The Third Edition Is Comprehensive, Yet
Flexible, To Meet The Unique Needs Of Various Course Offerings Ranging From Ordinary Differential Equations To
Vector Calculus. Numerous New Projects Contributed By Esteemed Mathematicians Have Been Added. Key
Features O The Entire Text Has Been Modernized To Prepare Engineers And Scientists With The Mathematical
Skills Required To Meet Current Technological Challenges. O The New Larger Trim Size And 2-Color Design Make
The Text A Pleasure To Read And Learn From. O Numerous NEW Engineering And Science Projects Contributed
By Top Mathematicians Have Been Added, And Are Tied To Key Mathematical Topics In The Text. O Divided Into
Five Major Parts, The Text'S Flexibility Allows Instructors To Customize The Text To Fit Their Needs. The First
Eight Chapters Are Ideal For A Complete Short Course In Ordinary Differential Equations. O The Gram-Schmidt
Orthogonalization Process Has Been Added In Chapter 7 And Is Used In Subsequent Chapters. O All Figures Now
Have Explanatory Captions. Supplements O Complete Instructor'S Solutions: Includes All Solutions To The
Exercises Found In The Text. Powerpoint Lecture Slides And Additional Instructor'S Resources Are Available
Online. O Student Solutions To Accompany Advanced Engineering Mathematics, Third Edition: This Student
Supplement Contains The Answers To Every Third Problem In The Textbook, Allowing Students To Assess Their
Progress And Review Key Ideas And Concepts Discussed Throughout The Text. ISBN: 0-7637-4095-0
Artificial Intelligence David L. Poole 2017-09-25 Artificial Intelligence presents a practical guide to AI, including
agents, machine learning and problem-solving simple and complex domains.
Mastering Linear Algebra Francis Su 2019-03-20
Worlds of Music: An Introduction to the Music of the World's Peoples, Shorter Version Jeff Todd Titon 2009-01-05
This shorter version of the best-selling WORLDS OF MUSIC provides much of the authoritative coverage of the
comprehensive version in a format that's accessible to students without any background or training in music. Using
a case-study approach, the text presents in-depth explorations of music of several cultures from around the world.
The authors, all ethnomusicologists working in their fields of expertise, base their discussions of music-cultures on
their own fieldwork, and give students a true sense of both the music and culture that created it. General editor, Jeff
Todd Titon, has written the text's opening chapter that introduces students to ethnomusicology and relates each
chapter's music heard on the accompanying CDs to the fundamentals of music in a worldwide context. The text
concludes with a chapter that invites students to participate by undertaking a fieldwork research project that
increases a student's understanding of music in daily life. The supplementary three-CD set works hand in hand with
the authors' prose, providing students with access to a wide range of music-cultures and include authentic
recordings from the authors' fieldwork. Leading off is the long-standing jewel in the WORLDS OF MUSIC crown --

James Koetting's magnificent recording of postal workers canceling stamps at the University of Ghana post office. A
Western-sounding hymn tune performed against African rhythms, this piece, more that any other, lets the student
hear contrasting music-cultures. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Student Solutions Manual for Strang's Linear Algebra and Its Applications Gilbert Strang 2005-07 Includes detailed
step-by-step solutions to selected odd-numbered problems.
More Games of No Chance Richard Nowakowski 2002-11-25 This 2003 book documents mathematical and
computational advances in Amazons, Chomp, Dot-and-Boxes, Go, Chess, Hex, and more.
Calculus on Manifolds Michael Spivak 1965 This book uses elementary versions of modern methods found in
sophisticated mathematics to discuss portions of "advanced calculus" in which the subtlety of the concepts and
methods makes rigor difficult to attain at an elementary level.
Linear Algebra Jim Hefferon 2015 "This text covers a standard first course : Gauss's method, vector spaces, linear
maps and matrices, determinants, and eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In addition, each chapter ends with some
topics such as brief applications. What sets it apart is careful motivation, many examples, and extensive exercise
sets. Together these help each student master the material of this course, and also help an instructor develop that
student's level of mathematical maturity. This book has been available online for many years and is widely used,
both in classrooms and for self-study. It is supported by worked answers for all exercises, beamer slides for
classroom use, and a lab manual of computer work"--Page 4 of cover.
2015 Coding Workbook for the Physician's Office Alice Covell 2015-01-29 Succinct, accurate, and flexible, 2015
CODING WORKBOOK FOR THE PHYSICIAN’S OFFICE is the ideal coding practice tool. Whether you are
preparing for a certification exam, the approaching transition to ICD-10-CM, or improving your medical coding
abilities, this workbook will help you achieve your goal. Designed to quickly boost coding proficiency, 2015 CODING
WORKBOOK FOR THE PHYSICIAN’S OFFICE presents you with certification-style questions, challenging criticalthinking scenarios, and a variety of exercises to keep your skills sharp. Includes CEUs from the AAPC. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Numerical Methods Anne Greenbaum 2012-04-01 A rigorous and comprehensive introduction to numerical analysis
Numerical Methods provides a clear and concise exploration of standard numerical analysis topics, as well as
nontraditional ones, including mathematical modeling, Monte Carlo methods, Markov chains, and fractals. Filled
with appealing examples that will motivate students, the textbook considers modern application areas, such as
information retrieval and animation, and classical topics from physics and engineering. Exercises use MATLAB and
promote understanding of computational results. The book gives instructors the flexibility to emphasize different
aspects—design, analysis, or computer implementation—of numerical algorithms, depending on the background
and interests of students. Designed for upper-division undergraduates in mathematics or computer science classes,
the textbook assumes that students have prior knowledge of linear algebra and calculus, although these topics are
reviewed in the text. Short discussions of the history of numerical methods are interspersed throughout the
chapters. The book also includes polynomial interpolation at Chebyshev points, use of the MATLAB package
Chebfun, and a section on the fast Fourier transform. Supplementary materials are available online. Clear and
concise exposition of standard numerical analysis topics Explores nontraditional topics, such as mathematical
modeling and Monte Carlo methods Covers modern applications, including information retrieval and animation, and
classical applications from physics and engineering Promotes understanding of computational results through
MATLAB exercises Provides flexibility so instructors can emphasize mathematical or applied/computational aspects
of numerical methods or a combination Includes recent results on polynomial interpolation at Chebyshev points and
use of the MATLAB package Chebfun Short discussions of the history of numerical methods interspersed
throughout Supplementary materials available online
Templates for the Solution of Linear Systems Richard Barrett 1994-01-01 In this book, which focuses on the use of
iterative methods for solving large sparse systems of linear equations, templates are introduced to meet the needs
of both the traditional user and the high-performance specialist. Templates, a description of a general algorithm
rather than the executable object or source code more commonly found in a conventional software library, offer
whatever degree of customization the user may desire. Templates offer three distinct advantages: they are general
and reusable; they are not language specific; and they exploit the expertise of both the numerical analyst, who
creates a template reflecting in-depth knowledge of a specific numerical technique, and the computational scientist,
who then provides "value-added" capability to the general template description, customizing it for specific needs.
For each template that is presented, the authors provide: a mathematical description of the flow of algorithm;
discussion of convergence and stopping criteria to use in the iteration; suggestions for applying a method to special
matrix types; advice for tuning the template; tips on parallel implementations; and hints as to when and why a
method is useful.
Introduction to Probability Models Sheldon M. Ross 2007 Rosss classic bestseller has been used extensively by
professionals and as the primary text for a first undergraduate course in applied probability. With the addition of

several new sections relating to actuaries, this text is highly recommended by the Society of Actuaries.
Quantum Dots Alexander Tartakovskii 2012-07-19 A comprehensive review of cutting-edge solid state research,
focusing on quantum dot nanostructures, for graduate students and researchers.
A Modern Introduction to Linear Algebra Henry Ricardo 2009-10-21 Useful Concepts and Results at the Heart of
Linear AlgebraA one- or two-semester course for a wide variety of students at the sophomore/junior undergraduate
levelA Modern Introduction to Linear Algebra provides a rigorous yet accessible matrix-oriented introduction to the
essential concepts of linear algebra. Concrete, easy-to-understand examples m
Linear Algebra David Poole 2006 David Poole's innovative book emphasizes vectors and geometric intuition from
the start and better prepares students to make the transition from the computational aspects of the course to the
theoretical. Poole covers vectors and vector geometry first to enable students to visualize the mathematics while
they are doing matrix operations. With a concrete understanding of vector geometry, students are able to visualize
and understand the meaning of the calculations that they will encounter. By seeing the mathematics and
understanding the underlying geometry, students develop mathematical maturity and can think abstractly when they
reach vector spaces. Throughout the text, Poole's direct conversational writing style connects with students, and an
abundant selection of applications from a broad range of disciplines clearly demonstrates the relevance of linear
algebra.
Orthogonal Sets and Polar Methods in Linear Algebra Enrique Castillo 2011-10-14 A unique, applied approach to
problem solving in linearalgebra Departing from the standard methods of analysis, this unique bookpresents
methodologies and algorithms based on the concept oforthogonality and demonstrates their application to both
standardand novel problems in linear algebra. Covering basic theory oflinear systems, linear inequalities, and linear
programming, itfocuses on elegant, computationally simple solutions to real-worldphysical, economic, and
engineering problems. The authors clearlyexplain the reasons behind the analysis of different structures
andconcepts and use numerous illustrative examples to correlate themathematical models to the reality they
represent. Readers aregiven precise guidelines for: * Checking the equivalence of two systems * Solving a system
in certain selected variables * Modifying systems of equations * Solving linear systems of inequalities * Using the
new exterior point method * Modifying a linear programming problem With few prerequisites, but with plenty of
figures and tables,end-of-chapter exercises as well as Java and Mathematica programsavailable from the authors'
Web site, this is an invaluabletext/reference for mathematicians, engineers, applied scientists,and graduate
students in mathematics.
Essential Mathematics for Political and Social Research Jeff Gill 2006-04-24 This 2006 book addresses the
comprehensive introduction to the mathematical principles needed by modern social scientists.
Linear Algebra as an Introduction to Abstract Mathematics Isaiah Lankham 2015-11-30 This is an introductory
textbook designed for undergraduate mathematics majors with an emphasis on abstraction and in particular, the
concept of proofs in the setting of linear algebra. Typically such a student would have taken calculus, though the
only prerequisite is suitable mathematical grounding. The purpose of this book is to bridge the gap between the
more conceptual and computational oriented undergraduate classes to the more abstract oriented classes. The
book begins with systems of linear equations and complex numbers, then relates these to the abstract notion of
linear maps on finite-dimensional vector spaces, and covers diagonalization, eigenspaces, determinants, and the
Spectral Theorem. Each chapter concludes with both proof-writing and computational exercises.
A Concrete Introduction to Higher Algebra Lindsay Childs 2012-12-06 This book is written as an introduction to
higher algebra for students with a background of a year of calculus. The book developed out of a set of notes for a
sophomore-junior level course at the State University of New York at Albany entitled Classical Algebra. In the 1950s
and before, it was customary for the first course in algebra to be a course in the theory of equations, consisting of a
study of polynomials over the complex, real, and rational numbers, and, to a lesser extent, linear algebra from the
point of view of systems of equations. Abstract algebra, that is, the study of groups, rings, and fields, usually
followed such a course. In recent years the theory of equations course has disappeared. Without it, students
entering abstract algebra courses tend to lack the experience in the algebraic theory of the basic classical examples
of the integers and polynomials necessary for understanding, and more importantly, for ap preciating the formalism.
To meet this problem, several texts have recently appeared introducing algebra through number theory.
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization Nicolas Gillis 2020-12-18 Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) in its modern
form has become a standard tool in the analysis of high-dimensional data sets. This book provides a
comprehensive and up-to-date account of the most important aspects of the NMF problem and is the first to detail
its theoretical aspects, including geometric interpretation, nonnegative rank, complexity, and uniqueness. It explains
why understanding these theoretical insights is key to using this computational tool effectively and meaningfully.
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization is accessible to a wide audience and is ideal for anyone interested in the workings
of NMF. It discusses some new results on the nonnegative rank and the identifiability of NMF and makes available
MATLAB codes for readers to run the numerical examples presented in the book. Graduate students starting to
work on NMF and researchers interested in better understanding the NMF problem and how they can use it will find
this book useful. It can be used in advanced undergraduate and graduate-level courses on numerical linear algebra
and on advanced topics in numerical linear algebra and requires only a basic knowledge of linear algebra and

optimization.
Introduction to Linear Algebra Gilbert Strang 1993 Book Description: Gilbert Strang's textbooks have changed the
entire approach to learning linear algebra -- away from abstract vector spaces to specific examples of the four
fundamental subspaces: the column space and nullspace of A and A'. Introduction to Linear Algebra, Fourth Edition
includes challenge problems to complement the review problems that have been highly praised in previous editions.
The basic course is followed by seven applications: differential equations, engineering, graph theory, statistics,
Fourier methods and the FFT, linear programming, and computer graphics. Thousands of teachers in colleges and
universities and now high schools are using this book, which truly explains this crucial subject.
A University Algebra Dudley Ernest Littlewood 1970
Single Variable Calculus, Volume 2 James Stewart 2012-07-24 James Stewart's CALCULUS texts are widely
renowned for their mathematical precision and accuracy, clarity of exposition, and outstanding examples and
problem sets. Millions of students worldwide have explored calculus through Stewart's trademark style, while
instructors have turned to his approach time and time again. In the Seventh Edition of SINGLE VARIABLE
CALCULUS, Stewart continues to set the standard for the course while adding carefully revised content. The patient
explanations, superb exercises, focus on problem solving, and carefully graded problem sets that have made
Stewart's texts best-sellers continue to provide a strong foundation for the Seventh Edition. From the most
unprepared student to the most mathematically gifted, Stewart's writing and presentation serve to enhance
understanding and build confidence. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Concise Introduction to Pure Mathematics Martin Liebeck 2018-09-03 Accessible to all students with a sound
background in high school mathematics, A Concise Introduction to Pure Mathematics, Fourth Edition presents some
of the most fundamental and beautiful ideas in pure mathematics. It covers not only standard material but also many
interesting topics not usually encountered at this level, such as the theory of solving cubic equations; Euler’s
formula for the numbers of corners, edges, and faces of a solid object and the five Platonic solids; the use of prime
numbers to encode and decode secret information; the theory of how to compare the sizes of two infinite sets; and
the rigorous theory of limits and continuous functions. New to the Fourth Edition Two new chapters that serve as an
introduction to abstract algebra via the theory of groups, covering abstract reasoning as well as many examples and
applications New material on inequalities, counting methods, the inclusion-exclusion principle, and Euler’s phi
function Numerous new exercises, with solutions to the odd-numbered ones Through careful explanations and
examples, this popular textbook illustrates the power and beauty of basic mathematical concepts in number theory,
discrete mathematics, analysis, and abstract algebra. Written in a rigorous yet accessible style, it continues to
provide a robust bridge between high school and higher-level mathematics, enabling students to study more
advanced courses in abstract algebra and analysis.
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